Although a constraint should be noted as follows [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] :
In Eq. (3), y is defined as the margin variable and e k indicate the loose parameter of x k [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . 
The radial basis function kernel (RBFK) typically utilized in regression errors. This function is stated 143 as follows [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] : velocities are used to initialize the primary population. The particle's fitness is then performed by 167 utilizing statistical function. The desired factors have been extracted, when the particle's fitness rate 168 meet the stopping norms. In cases that the desired fitness rate is not achieved, in order to fulfill the 169 requested rate the particle's velocity and locations are varied under specific conditions. In the first step,
170
the global best factor should be evaluated and monitored that how is the particle fitness in comparison   171 to the global best. An update to the pertinent factors of the prime particle is needed when the fitness is 
Results and discussion

248
The values of the σ 2 and γ for the studied methods including GA, PSO, ICA, and hybrid GA-PSO
249
have been obtained and listed in Table 2 . In addition, sensitivity analysis is performed on the numbers 250 of the introduced digits of the mentioned variables. The predicted obtained values through the GA-LSSVM model in comparison to the real amount 252 of measured carbon dioxide emission for south of America is depicted in Figure 7a . In order to obtain 
251
290
The obtained programming codes and the required instructions are straightforwardly accessible 291 and will be shared contentedly with others. Therefore, people can easily use the model to re-calculate 292 all of our results and may predict carbon dioxide emission at any circumstances.
293
The patent analysis result of technology trend for mitigation CO2 shows that Brazil with 294 accounting 5885 patents is the leader in mitigation CO2 emission technology so far. Total published 295 patents of the South American countries are illustrated in Figure 10 .
296
Mexico has published 2644 patents and after Brazil is the second pioneer country. According to 297 the extracted data, which is patent in this case, only 101 patents have been published by Uruguay. demonstrates that the major activity by Uruguay is to promote renewable energies. Being a developing 323 country and less industrialized, not significant, does Uruguay have an influence on CO2 emission.
324
However, the Uruguay approach to reducing CO2 is promoting renewable energies. The energy sector 325 in Uruguay contributes in more than 90% of CO2 emissions which the ambition is to reduce 29% by in specific regulatory tools in the industrial sector. As it is obvious in Figure 12b, Peru is illustrated in Figure ? ?. 
